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Present: Mémé Satter, Kirsten de Wit, Gwendolyn Hermans, Louis Papstein, Sophie 1 

Willems, Rona van der Dussen, Sarah Freeke, Tim von de Hoff, Flore van Grunsven, Dennis van de 2 

Laar, Chinouq Claessens, Amber Timmermans, Julia Bultink, Anne Brand, Ellen van Duinhoven, Dirk, 3 

van Couwenberg, Tim Eeftinck Schattenkerk, Heleen van Renesse, Kira van Londen, Jelle Gerritsma, 4 

Mirjam Jongsma, Jack Symms, Els van Loo, Marek Voesenek, Isabel Leemhuis, Raisa Rambaran, Thimo 5 

Nieuwenhuis, Jill Fröhling   6 

1. Opening (by technical chair Tim von den Hoff)  7 

Tim opens the budget GMA. The GMA will be held in English. A round of names follows. 8 

2. Minutes of last meeting 9 

The minutes of the policy GMA have not been elaborated yet. Therefore, this point cannot be 10 

discussed during this meeting. The minutes of the policy GMA as well as the minutes of this GMA will 11 

be discussed during the next GMA. 12 

3. Important remarks/received mail 13 

The board explains that during the first break, tokens will be handed out for a free drink. And that 14 

five authorizations have been made:  15 

Els van Loo authorizes Jelle Gerritsma  16 

Emma Koenders authorizes Dennis van de Laar  17 

Tim Bouman authorizes Anne Brand  18 

Jil Fröhling authorizes  Chinouq Claessens  19 

Mirjam Jongsma authorizes Ellen van Duinhoven  20 

There is one general remark: the GMA will be recorded for the purpose of making the minutes.  21 

Action points: addition about the destination of the study trip to the Internal Regulations (Dutch: 22 

Huishoudelijk Regelement). This is done and can be found in Article 12, paragraph 3.  23 

4. Establish agenda 24 

The GMA committee 2019-2020 switches places with the GMA committee 2018-2019. 25 
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Gert-Jan Wielaard enters the GMA at 19:08. 26 

Seray van Montfort enters the GMA at 19:08. 27 

Jens Rijn enters the GMA at 19:08. 28 

Lotte Kalkman enters the GMA at 19:08. 29 

Bea Smith enters the GMA at 19:08. 30 

Marius Wolsink enters the GMA at 19:08. 31 

Noah Meenhuys enters the GMA at 19:08. 32 

5. Presentation Financial Audit Report 33 

The board thanks the Financial Audit Committee for the work they have done this year.  34 

The board wants to know the opinion of the GMA on the board account, which is not in agreement 35 

with Conscribo. They cannot seem to find the reason for the €150,- difference. The treasurer wants 36 

to know what the GMA thinks about putting it under unforeseen costs.  37 

The GMA wonders if this should be made into an ‘error booking’.  38 

The board answers they indeed made one, but this can’t be put in Conscribo. That’s why they also 39 

needed to put it under unforeseen costs.  40 

The GMA thinks that Ellen did a very precise job. It is unfortunate that this happened, but this 41 

solution is fine.  42 

The GMA wonders if this will be written down in the annual report. 43 

The board answers that this will be done.  44 

The GMA wonders if the board has any advice to not let this happen again. 45 

The board explains the financial audit committee should look at the balance more often, they only 46 

looked at it twice this year.  47 

The GMA asks why the contribution was collected in June instead of the more usual month like 48 

April/May. 49 

The board answers this has to do with multiple factors. The membership base was missing a lot of 50 

information from second- and third-year students, and from some of the first years as well. They had 51 

to be added from other databases, which costed a lot of time. Also, they could not seem to find who 52 

already had paid and who didn’t, which made it really difficult.  53 
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The board advises to leave some people nameless because it is a lot of work to add everyone’s name.  54 

The GMA states that the contribution originally got collected in February, so June is very late.  55 

The board answers that their contract with Rabobank has a limit of 2€5000,- per quartal for direct 56 

debits. Since this period of time also contains the debits of the study trip and the ski trip, 57 

contributions cannot be done because of this limit.  58 

The GMA answers that June is really late and sometimes has to be done twice or three times, since 59 

people do not always have the money in their bank account at the moment of collecting. If this is the 60 

case, June is too late because the new board will be there soon, and nobody wants to do it in that 61 

hectic time. 62 

The GMA wants the new board to take note and try to start in April.  63 

Tim Eeftinck Schattenkerk enters the GMA at 19:12. 64 

6. Financial annual report 2018-2019 65 

The board explains that rectifications will be done at the parts where they are relevant.  66 

There is a rectification about the preface. It states, ‘biannual report’, this needs to be changed into 67 

‘annual report’.  68 

The GMA notices that all the results are positive, so the board either spent less or got more benefits. 69 

They want to know what the board advises the next board about this.  70 

The board answers that the biggest cause for this was that they got more benefits. There was a 71 

higher attendance than expected, so the next board held this higher attendance into account.  72 

The GMA wants the board to give room to committees to be more creative in their activities, which 73 

means that they need more money. If you give committees less money to spend, they have less room 74 

to be creative.  75 

Part of the GMA reacts to this by saying there always is a positive result for committees, because it is 76 

hard to stimulate them to spend all their money.  77 

The board answers that the next board has taken some of these remarks into account.  78 

The GMA thought the board knew about this new contract in the beginning of the year and wants to 79 

know what the difference is with the old contract.  80 
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The board answers they in fact did not know about the new contract in the beginning of the year. It 81 

started from April on, the old contract had 600 copies and 24 pages, the new one has 200 copies and 82 

24 pages. This causes a difference in the prize.  83 

The GMA notices the benefits are almost twice as high and wants to know if this is only due to high 84 

attendance.  85 

The board answers that indeed the benefits are much more because of higher attendance, but also 86 

because the attendance fee was higher.  87 

The GMA wants this to be stated in the report.  88 

The board will do this.  89 

Johannes Fiebig enters the GMA at 19:32. 90 

The GMA wants to know how much they still need to receive from Donders.  91 

The board answers this is €500,-.  92 

The GMA wonders how they get a sponsorship from Donders.  93 

The board answers that they get this every year.  94 

The GMA wants to know whether there should be something about estimated results difference in 95 

the text.  96 

The GMA wants an explanation on why the difference is this big written in the report.  97 

The board will add both in the text.  98 

The GMA wonders why in the third sentence it is mentioned that costs include blacklights, but the 99 

last sentence states they made costs on blacklights.  100 

The board answers there was no budget for blacklights. 101 

The GMA wants to know when Drie Gezusters stopped providing blacklights. 102 

The board answers that they didn’t know about the Drie Gezusters providing blacklights.  103 

The GMA wants to know what the advice is towards the XIIth board about continuing Insomnia 104 

considering they lose a lot of money organising it.  105 
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The board explains that they already knew it during the biannual report, this is why they looked at 106 

another location. The new location is Brebl, which hopefully solves the problem.  107 

The GMA thinks in the last three sentences it’s unclear whether they’re about the dies or not, this 108 

needs to be clarified.  109 

The GMA wonders why the costs are twice as much as expected.  110 

The board answers that both benefits and costs got higher since the activity was more expensive, 111 

twice.  112 

The GMA wants the board to include this in the text.  113 

The board will do this. 114 

The GMA wants the board to include an explanation of all differences in the text, this is missing now.  115 

The GMA wants to know what the deposit was.  116 

The board answers it’s the deposit for the location, which was €300,-.  117 

The GMA wants this to be clarified in the report. 118 

The board will change it.   119 

The GMA wants a heads up when something changes in the table. 120 

The board will do this.  121 

General 122 

The board explains that the constitution drinks changes, this was one of the mistakes.  123 

The text says it was €100,00 less, this should not be in there. 124 

The GMA wants to know about the estimated costs for the language course.  125 

The board explains that this was in their policy, that is why it is this amount.  126 

The GMA wants to know what is meant by travel expenses were not always filled out.  127 

The board answers that members did not always ask for a refund.  128 

Representation 129 
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The GMA suggests that the board will print out a page with all the rectifications for the visitors of the 130 

GMA, so they have the correct documents.  131 

The GMA wants to know whether the board used all the Doppers.  132 

The board answers that they did not  133 

The GMA wants to know how much they have left and if they will be put on the inventory.  134 

The board answers they have twelve left, and this will indeed be put on the inventory.  135 

The GMA wants to know why the costs are so much more.  136 

The board explains they have already discussed this during the GMA about the biannual report. They 137 

had to buy new sweaters, which needed to be printed. They sold a lot more vests and sweaters, this 138 

is why the costs are so high.  139 

The GMA wants this to be included in the text. 140 

The board will do this.  141 

The GMA wants to know whether the board only paid for the stickers of the next board.  142 

The board explains that they paid for their own stickers and for the stickers of the next board, 143 

because it was always the case, they bought stickers for the next board. Now they bought two years 144 

in advance, so the new board only has to buy stickers for their candidate board.  145 

External 146 

The board explains the numbers were not in the right order. 147 

The GMA wants to know why there are not any costs. 148 

The board explains this has been revised. 149 

The GMA asks about the contribution of Kompanio, whether it’s €50,-.  150 

The board answers that that is correct.  151 

The GMA wants to know why there is money collected by SSPN, since they do not have to pay 152 

contribution for this. 153 

The board explains that there is no money collected by SSPN.  154 
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Administrative  155 

The board explains there is one term missing because it hadn’t been collected and they thought the 156 

term fell under this year, while in reality this term falls under next year.  157 

The GMA asks whether this means that two terms need to be paid by the next board. 158 

The board answer that the next board needs to pay for just one. They’ll still have the budget for one 159 

year, but previously it was always thought that they had to pay after a term. Ellen checked it, the last 160 

quarter does not fall under the XIth financial year.  161 

The GMA asks whether they put one term under ‘to be booked later’.  162 

The board answers they have not, it’s just for the next board.  163 

The GMA wonders why the first sentence includes the countertop device, since there is also a 164 

separate part about this.  165 

The board explains that the countertop device has transaction costs as well as service costs, these 166 

are mentioned separately.  167 

The GMA wants to know how the board got benefits from Rabobank.  168 

The board explains the benefits are because of the Smartpin. People pay for the transaction costs of 169 

the Smartpin, that’s why it is shown here.  170 

The GMA wants to know if the board would lower the budget when they expect lower costs. 171 

The board explains that the sentence should read ‘higher costs’.  172 

Room costs 173 

The board explains that one transaction was booked twice, so one of them was removed. This is why 174 

it is a little lower.  175 

The GMA wants to know how much the mailbox for outside the SPiN’s common room had cost.  176 

The board answers it was about €20,00. 177 

The GMA emphasizes the board should not lose the key.  178 

Other expenses 179 
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The GMA wants to know why the costs of the promotion of the app have been put under unforeseen 180 

costs and not under promotion material.  181 

The board answers that the promotion was not budgeted, so it was unforeseen and therefore it 182 

belongs under unforeseen costs.  183 

The GMA wants to know why the toast maker hasn’t been put under room costs. 184 

The board answers that it was not budgeted for.  185 

Active members 186 

The board explains that in the old version committee immunity was put on the wrong side, this 187 

mistake had now been adjusted for.  188 

The GMA wants to know how it is possible that all the differences with the budget are positive and if 189 

this is because of less active members.  190 

The board answers that the committee immunity in total was less expensive than budgeted for. For 191 

gathering the reason was less people.  192 

The GMA wants this to be stated in the text. 193 

The board will do this.  194 

The GMA wants to know what committee immunity means. 195 

The board answers that active members get a €5,- discount at their own activity.  196 

The GMA wants the board to state how many years they still have to go.  197 

The board will do this.  198 

The GMA wants to know what the €10,05 was for. 199 

The board answers this was from a USB stick that had been returned.  200 

Contribution 201 
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The board explains that the old version had some open payments still. In Conscribo they had to 202 

connect 12 euros debit to a person. When they went and collected contribution for the second time, 203 

they did this again. Everyone who paid twice had a €48,- debt. In total, 83 people did not pay.  204 

The GMA wants to congratulate the board with receiving money despite the fact that they did not 205 

actively try to raise money.  206 

Study material 207 

The board explains the part about summaries. The text says too much money was budgeted, but they 208 

know they received more money than stated in the table, this is a fault in the system. This is because 209 

of money they got from selling summaries to non-members.  210 

Also, there is a minus missing, this will be fixed. 211 

Totals 212 

The board explains that for totals of committees the difference with the budget is now €138,77. The 213 

totals in general are 1622,00 and the totals of other expenses are 5619,41. 214 

The GMA wants to know what the board would advise the XIIth board considering the current status.  215 

The board answers that when they found out the losses were so much; it was too late to include 216 

solutions. Next year there has to be thought of solutions/changes the XIIIth board can make to reduce 217 

losses. They could use the GMA or a Heidag to talk about how to raise money or cut expenses.  218 

The GMA wants to know whether the printer is going to be paid by the next board. 219 

The board answers the costs do not change; the terms just move.  220 

Appendix  221 

The GMA asks about Athena, under the heading of ‘to be received’, they wonder why it is taking 222 

them a year to pay.  223 

The board explains they did not notice, but they just sent an invoice which is now pending.  224 
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There is a vote about the financial audit report. 225 

27 votes in favour.  226 

0 votes against. 227 

11 votes abstained. 228 

0 votes blanc.  229 

The XIth board has now been granted discharge.   230 

The GMA committee 2018-2019 switches places with the GMA committee 2019-2020.  231 

7. Candidacies Financial Audit Committee  232 

Flore thinks she is qualified for the position because she paid attention to the finances of SPiN, 233 

mostly during her own board year. Ellen thinks she is qualified because she was treasurer last year as 234 

part of the XIth board of SPiN.  235 

Flore   236 

In favour: 21   237 

Against:   238 

Abstained: 9   239 

Blanc:   240 

Ellen   241 

In favour: 21   242 

Against:   243 

Abstained: 9   244 

Blanc:   245 

Both Flore and Ellen are accepted as new members of the Financial Audit Committee.  246 

 247 

8. Budget Proposal XIIth Candidate Board  248 

The board states that there will be some changes due to incorrect numbers of the previous board. 249 

The board will address these changes once they will be discussed. The numbers on the television 250 

screen are correct.   251 
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 252 

1. Preface  253 

The GMA has multiple remarks; make sure every first word is capitalized. And that the layout remains 254 

text only. As well as the line numbers being continuous and that real tables are in the document and 255 

not screen shots of the tables.  256 

 257 

2. Committees  258 

The GMA asks what the reason is behind this division in the promotion budget. Elaborating that they 259 

want to know why there are four different scales.  260 

The board answers that there are different activities that require different promotions and therefore 261 

different costs can associated with the promotion, reflected in the scales.  262 

 263 

2.1 Study-related committees  264 

 265 

2.1.1 Work field and future committee  266 

The GMA asks what the costs are based on.  267 

The board states that the excursion outside of Nijmegen will be by bus and that the costs are higher 268 

because of this, Furthermore, the costs are also estimated on last year, because of travel expenses.  269 

 270 

2.1.2 Workshop and conference committee  271 

The GMA asks why the costs are increased, where the extra money is going to.  272 

The board answers that they increased the number of expected participant which also means 273 

that SPiN has to pay more for the dinner.  274 

The GMA also asks why this committee has a lower promotion budget than the other formal 275 

committees.  276 

The board responds that they will take another look at the promotion budget during the break.  277 

The GMA asks whether the board is planning on paying for all the lecturers and if they are planning 278 

on hiring a well-known speaker and pay him more.   279 

The board responds that have indeed budgeted for paying all lecturers. 600 euros for the well-known 280 

lecturer and 250 euros together for the two normal lectures.   281 

 282 
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2.1.3 Lecture committee  283 

The GMA asks whether there is an agreement with TOEP about the finances.  284 

The board replies that TOEP has not been responding to their contact.   285 

The GMA then asks where TOEP is included then in the budget and with how much money.   286 

The board responds that TOEP is included in the 100 euros. The board wants to do have 287 

a publecture with or without TOEP and the 100 euros is for when TOEP does not want to join.  288 

The GMA states that the text needs to be aligned with the table  289 

 290 

2.1.4 Orientation committee  291 

The GMA states that SPS-NIP is based on a percentage and not a specific money amount.  292 

The board answers that the treasurer of SPS-NIP is sick. Further, the board will take the advise of the 293 

GMA to negotiate for 50% with a maximum amount of money. Just like last year’s agreement.  294 

The GMA asks why the board decided to estimate the costs of the estimated costs of the XIth and not 295 

the actual.  296 

The board responds that they actually did calculated the costs on the actual costs and that they will 297 

change it in the text.  298 

The GMA asks why the board decided to explicitly state that experience your future is two days when 299 

that is normal for this event.  300 

The board replies that they stated it for clarity.   301 

 302 

2.2 Trips  303 

The GMA asks why the promotion budget for the study trip is higher than for the other trips.  304 

The board responds that the study trip needs more promotion, because it might be harder to fill.  305 

The GMA also remarks that the subsidy is out of proportion for the city and study trip.  306 

 307 

2.2.1 Study trip committee   308 

The GMA asks for the reason that the costs and benefits are not based on the IXth board, because 309 

that trip was also inside Europe. They add that those costs were higher due to a mistake with the 310 

flying date.  311 
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The board replies that they did see the mistake of the IXth board and that it was too difficult to trace 312 

the money back. Therefore, they estimated on their own research of possible locations.  313 

The GMA asks where the numbers are based on. Also, in relation to the city trip. The GMA adds that 314 

they would also like to know where the sponsor money goes to.  315 

The board answers that the money will go to both the drinks and the trip. 316 

The GMA states that the entrance fee is high for inside Europe and for that amount of days. The GMA 317 

wonders whether the board considers changing the amount of people on the study trip or the price. 318 

The GMA adds to that that they have some concerns about the money. They would rather see that 319 

the difference is made in lowering the prices instead of making them higher. 320 

The board replies that they expect the city trip to go by bus and the study trip will be a lot bigger trip 321 

than a trip by bus. The amount of days is also significantly different between the trips. The board 322 

wants to have an extra dimension to the study trip, for example a road trip. If the prices would we 323 

lower, the committee does not have the possibility to do so. 324 

The GMA replies that a study trip does not have the same character as a roadtrip. 325 

The board replies that, speaking out of experience, a road trip can be formally study related. 326 

  327 

2.2.2. City trip committee  328 

The GMA asks what the entrance fee is for this year.  329 

The board replies that the entrance fee will be 170 euros.  330 

The GMA asks how many people can sign up for the trip.  331 

The board states that there is place for 30 people.  332 

The GMA asks what the budget is for the groceries.   333 

The board replies that the groceries are not included.  334 

The GMA comments that money could be taken from this trip and given to the study trip, the 335 

entrance fee for this trip would then be higher. They also add that without a plane ticket the costs 336 

will be a lot lower.  337 

The board replies that the trip would then not live up to the entrance fee. The board adds that they 338 

based the costs on research on bus trips to different possible locations. However, they will look into 339 

renting a bus instead of travelling with a flixbus.  340 

 341 
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2.2.3. Ski trip committee  342 

The board makes the rectification that the spots for the trip are increased to forty persons. Thus, the 343 

benefits and costs will increase.  344 

The GMA asks how many spots can be cancelled.   345 

The board responds that eight spots can be cancelled, at least twelve weeks in advance.  346 

The GMA asks if it is possible to also extend the number of spots if a lot of people want to come.  347 

The board responds that it is possible to add more spots, but it depends on the availability of the 348 

hotel.  349 

  350 

Break 351 

 352 

The board states that they would look into the promotion budgets during the break and they did. 353 

They state that the changed promotion budgets are based on last years’ experience.  354 

The GMA then raises the question whether it would be more logical then to state that every 355 

committee has a promotion budget of twenty euros and name the exceptions.  356 

  357 

There are a lot of numbers rectified during the GMA, so the GMA doesn’t know what they would 358 

actually be voting on in the end. Some members of the GMA expressed that they would vote against 359 

due to a lack of understanding. A discussion about postponing the GMA with two weeks then follows. 360 

This would make the budget proposal better and more to discuss and vote on during the GMA and to 361 

work with the coming year.   362 

The board expresses their understanding and tries to explain why their answers are a bit hesitant. 363 

The board decides to have a small emergency break to talk about it with each other.  364 

 365 

Emergency break 366 

 367 

After the small emergency break the board tells the GMA that they feel like the extra two weeks will 368 

be useful to be more confident about their proposal.   369 

The board asks for help from previous board, to have a better clue what they need to do for a budget 370 

proposal. So, it can be more fun to make and present a better and stronger proposal.   371 
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The GMA advises to ask previous board members questions about how to do the process of the 372 

policy and budget during Heidagen or ask different associations at SOFV-meetings.  373 

In conclusion the board decided to do another GMA for a revised budget proposal in two weeks.  374 

  375 

Voting  376 

In favour: 0  377 

Against: 3  378 

Abstained: 7  379 

Blanc: 16  380 

Due to the decision to postpone the budget GMA most votes are blanc. This concludes that this 381 

budget proposal is not accepted and that there will be a following GMA to discuss the revised budget 382 

proposal.  383 

  384 

9. AOB (Any Other Business)  385 

 386 

10. Determination of the next GMA  387 

The next GMA will be in approximately two weeks.   388 

 389 

11. Concluding poll  390 

The board cordially invites all GMA members to attend the constitution drink on October 10th in 391 

‘De Waagh’.   392 

 393 

12. Adjournment  394 

The GMA was adjourned at approximately 23:30.  395 


